The Super Supremes
Sensationally sultry sirens of soul
They’re sexy, they’re sophisticated, they’re sensational
and they’re funny – they’re The Super Supremes!
These three sultry sirens of soul offer up a Motown
tribute not to be missed. Highly polished and superbly
stylish, The Super Supremes will transport you back to
a time when groove and glamour went hand in hand.
With a repertoire of some of the world’s most-loved
songs from the greatest soul divas of our time, The
Super Supremes add a sparkle to corporate celebrations, awards nights and launches. From the
Supremes Stop in the Name of Love, and You can’t Hurry Love to Aretha Franklin’s Think and
Respect – it’s a Chain Reaction of hit after hit that culminates in a ‘diva-off’ that would make Diana
Ross proud!
Complete with powerhouse voices and stunning choreography, slick dialogue and gorgeous
costumes, the Super Supremes will lift the roof right off your next event.
The Super Supremes is an extremely versatile production. Designed with corporate audiences in
mind, their music crosses generations and will appeal to audiences of all ages – male and female.
Whether your audience wants to sit and enjoy the show or get up and dance to the music, The
Super Supremes will provide an excellent entertainment solution. Available as two 30-minute
halves, or a 30-minute ‘show’ and a 20-minute dance set, the show’s flexibility means that it can
cater for your event’s particular requirements.
The Super Supremes have performed internationally and in Australia for massive events including
Darling Harbour on New Year’s Eve. Clients include Merrill Lynch, Optus, Volvo, Orlando
Wyndham Wines, Smeg Omega, Shangri-la Hotels, Westpac, Hutchison Telecom, NAB,
Commander, Sydney Mardi Gras, Howorth Communications, Virgin and many more.
These super stylish queens of soul have proven their versatility over and over again by providing
stunning performances that leave their audiences clamouring for more.
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pleasure to have you at Darling Harbour on New Year’s Eve. The Super Supremes were
“ Abrilliant!
Costumes so glam — and great vocals. I look forward to the next time we can engage
you.
- Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority

“ Think Human Nature – but with curves!
- Adam Spencer, ABC Radio

“ Awesome voices, great moves, total entertainment - these girls are the real deal.
- Jason Coleman, So You Think You Can Dance

addition to wowing the guests onstage – the girls proved their versatility in bringing
“ Inhumour
and a professional edge to our team building event, in a live and interactive
environment. (Their) versatility and professional commitment can surely make any event a
success.
- Optus

“ Thank you for your spectacular performance. Harry was thrilled!
- The James Gordon Workshop (for Harry Triguboff's 75th birthday)
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